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Although the structure of the fourth edition of this book remains unchanged, there has been significant updating and revision throughout. Every attempt has been made to retain the straightforward approach adopted in the earlier editions, so that the contents are easily accessible to a wide audience, and the emphasis, throughout, has been on practical approaches so that the book is genuinely ‘a guide to treatment’.

Two major changes have been made. Firstly, in addition to the chapter on Alcohol, which was added in the third edition and which has been extensively revised and updated, another new chapter has been included on Tobacco (Chapter 5). Obviously, a short chapter can only touch on the major issues of this very complex subject. However, it makes the text more comprehensive and emphasizes the close links between dependence on tobacco and alcohol and dependence on other substances. Although references have been updated to reflect new evidence or confirmation of earlier work, the book remains an authoritative text, extensively based on wide experience and enhanced, in this edition, by each chapter having been reviewed by senior national and international experts in the relevant field.

In view of the increasing globalization of drug use and misuse, a wide range of international statistics have been included in Chapter 2 and the international bodies involved in drug control are described in Chapter 13. The figures provided in Chapter 2 are updated annually using the most recent information available. To access the most recent data see: http://www.incb.org/ and http://www.unodc.org/. The Guiding Principles on Demand Reduction, adopted by the Special Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1998 and reviewed again at international ministerial level in 2009, emphasize the importance of prevention, treatment and rehabilitation which are all covered in various sections of this book. Some aspects of the book relate primarily to UK practice but every attempt has been made to make it useful to practitioners worldwide. Reflecting changes in this field over the last few years, sections dealing with HIV and hepatitis C in relation to substance misuse have been extensively revised.

It is impossible to acknowledge all the sources of inspiration and information on which I have drawn while writing this book, but first of all, and above all, I must thank my patients—all the patients with substance misuse problems whom I have met over the last 40 years and more. They are the raison d’être of the book and the experience I have gained with them and from them is central to it.

Additional material has been drawn from the work of the worldwide community of scientists and researchers in the field, and the World Health Organization, the United Nations, the UN Drug Control Programme, the International Narcotics Control Board and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) have all been valuable sources of information.

I sincerely thank my colleagues Mohammed Abou-Saleh, Jan Annan, John Christofides, John Corkery, Vanessa Crawford, Paul Davis, Edward Day, Colin Drummond, Kyle Dyer, Chris French, Sue Galea, Gilberto Gerra, Christine Goodair, Margarethe Ehrenfeldner, Nabil Katkhouda, Lisa McNally, Pavel Miklaszewic, Adenekan (Nek) Oyefeso, Pavel Pachta, Sally Porter, Bruce Ritson, Fabrizio Schifano and Andrew Wells for their generous help in reviewing chapters and for their thoughtful comments. While acknowledging their invaluable contributions, I retain full responsibility for the final content of each chapter.

I would also like to thank Richard Marley, Katie James and Charlotte Broom of Cambridge University Press for their support and unfailing patience. For administrative support, I thank Lee-Ann Watson. Healthcare students, both undergraduate and postgraduate, of all disciplines, have contributed through their interest and enthusiasm and their enlightening discussions. I also thank the World Health Organization and the American Psychiatric Association for permission to reprint parts of ICD-10 and DSM-III-R and DSM-IV.
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